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Run Car Using Water DIY Plan H2O Fuel Generator Plan Guide - RUN CAR USING WATER DIY H2O

FUEL GENERATOR GUIDE Do-it-yourself plans come complete with diagrams and schematics for easy

construction and installation. IT ALSO WORKS ON YOUR TRUCK / RV / MOTORCYCLE Build and

install a low-cost, pollution free, alternative method for running your vehicle (internal combustion) engine

on TAP WATER. This efficient system converts ordinary tap water into gaseous Hydrogen and Oxygen,

and then burns these vapors in the engine in place of gasoline. This 'minisystem' runs easily from your

existing battery and electrical system, and plugs into your carburetor with simple off-the-shelf

components. Convert Your Car TODAY to Run on Water and gas to save over 40 on fuel costs! This

do-it-yourself conversion guide is very affordable and EASY with step-by-step instructions. The

conversion WILL NOT void your warranty because it is 100 reversible! It's easy to install and remove.

Works on gas or diesel powered cars, vans, trucks, and SUVs. Your car will become at least 40 more fuel

efficient and produce cleaner emissions. Convert your car for the lowest price. Similar conversion kits

cost up to $600 and up! Works with plain tap water. No need for distilled water or special water additives!

We've simplified the process. The steps are easy, and the materials are affordable. Our easy conversion

guide will show you how to use electricity from your car's battery to separate water into a gas called HHO

(2 Hydrogen + 1 Oxygen). HHO, also called Brown's Gas or Hydroxy, burns smoothly and provides

significant energy - while the end product is just H2O! HHO provides the atomic power of Hydrogen, while

maintaining the stability of water. Now, with existing technology, anyone can stand up and make a

difference by reducing the local automotive pollution, eliminate gasoline expenses, help restore our

atmosphere, and breathe a little easier. How Much Does it Cost? The conversion guide is on sale today

and all of the raw materials cost less than $150 and are easy to find at your local hardware and auto-parts

stores. Once you get the conversion set-up, you can even start converting your friends' and family's cars

and help them spend less money on gas. The guide includes detailed instructions that are very easy to

follow and offer the best value and performance available anywhere. How Safe is it? The process is very
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safe because the combustible gas is extracted as needed and burned steadily from the water, unlike

larger volumes of pure hydrogen which are highly flammable. WHY COMPRESS HYDROGEN IN

DANGEROUS HIGH-PRESSURE TANKS WHEN IT IS ALREADY "COMPRESSED" IN PLAIN WATER -

AND CAN BE EASILY AND SAFELY RELEASED??! Our set-up produces hydrogen as your car needs it,

rather than using storage tanks. Thousands of cars have been safely converted without any issues or

incidents. Best of all, this conversion process is completely reversible so it will not void your auto

manufacturers warranty. It simply acts as an add-on to significantly increase your fuel efficiency.
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